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Laique Rehman only candidate to sign ‘Texas Pledge’
.....Laique Rehman is the
only candidate in the March
3 GOP primary for Congress
in Texas’ 7th District to sign
“The Texas Pledge.”
.....“Every Republican claims
they’ll fight for Texas, but when
elected they join The Swamp,”
said Rehman. “I am only candidate in the March 3 Republican Primary to sign the “The
Texas Pledge” confirming in
sworn writing I will support a
conservative agenda.
.....Laique Rehman is a lifelong conservative Republican

who has lived in District 7
more than three decades. His
two children studied at public
schools in the district and went
on to graduate from Harvard
and the other studying Health
Sciences.
Laique has represented his district many times
as delegate in the Republican State Convention.
.....He is a small businessman in
oil and gas at forefront of American Trade and Commerce selling American Oil and Gas Commodities in the Global markets.
The company, he started has
(See “Pledge,” Page 6)

Laique Rehman is a lifelong conservative Republican
who has lived in District 7 more than three decades and
has been a delegate to many Texas Republican Conventions. He also sued the Clinton administration for using the Census to pry into citizens’ private information

P.O. Box 460412
Houston, TX 77056

Bring this paper to the
polls with you!
Election Day Mar. 3
Early Voting Feb. 18 - 28
Rehman: Obama, Hillary
spying was illegal, Pg. 2

Rehman calls for Soros
investigation, Pg. 3

Images do not imply endorsement by individual.

Rehman only candidate to
sign Texas Pledge, Pg. 6

2020 Sentinel-News
Survey, Pg. 8
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Laique Rehman only candidate seeking Obama,
Hillary prosecution for spying on Trump
Justice Department case shows Hillary Clinton’s “Russian dossier” was illegal. Obama met with FBI to
plot Trump prosecution based on illegal warrants. Laique Rehman is the only candidate in the March 3
GOP primary for Congress backing a full House investigation into Obama and Hillary.
for paying a supporter through
a company so his name
would not appear on campaign finance reports.
.....The Obama administration
used Clinton’s dossier to lie to
judges and get wiretap warrants
against Trump. White House
logs and Obama officials reveal
six days before Trump took ofStunned by her defeat by Donald Trump, the Clinton campaign leaked the
fice, Barack Obama and Joe
contents of a fake “Russian dossier” that appears to have been illegally
funded. The Obama administration used it to illegally secure wiretaps aimed Biden met with FBI Director
at Trump and illegally leaked the contents of the calls to the media. Laique
James Comey to discuss how
Rehman is the only candidate in the March 3 GOP primary for Congress
backing a plan to investigate Obama and Clinton.
to use the dossier and illegal
wiretaps to investigate and po.....Laique Rehman is the only proven to be false, but it was
tentially jail Trump.
candidate for Congress in the the basis for a series of wiretaps
March 3 GOP primary backing aimed at Trump that a Justice
“Voting for Laique
a plan to force Barack Obama Department investigation later
and Hillary Clinton to testify be- determined were illegal.
Rehman on March 3 is
fore Congress about their roles
the only way to hold
in illegal efforts to spy on Presi- .....But legal experts are also
Obama and Hillary
dent Donald Trump.
troubled by how the Clinton
accountable...”
concealed her involvement in
.....“The Justice Department al- the dossier’s creation. Not
.....Four top Obama officials
ready determined what Hillary wanting to publicly reveal
then illegally leaked the content
and Obama did was illegal,” they had hired the firm of
of those wiretapped calls.
said Rehman. “Voting for Lai- “Fusion GPS” to investigate
que Rehman on March 3 is the Trump, the Clinton campaign
....All four were top officials,
only way to hold Obama and paid for the dossier by routtwo of whom had offices in
Hillary accountable for spy- ing the payments through a
Obama’s West Wing. It is
ing on Trump.”		
D.C. law firm so Fusion GPS
highly unlikely they would
woud not appear on their camhave secured and leaked phone
.....The “Russian dossier” that paign finance reports.
calls regarding the incoming
was used to smear Trump, and
President without Obama’s
was the basis for the “Muel- ....Federal law makes it illegal
knowledge or orders.
ler investigation” was or- to conceal a campaign expense
dered by the Hillary Clinton by routing payments through
.....“I am the only candidate
campaign and the Democrat other companies. Three sein the March 3 primary who
National Committee.
nior staffers of a 2008 Repubwants these crimes investigatlican presidential campaign
ed,” said Rehman.
-HSN
.....The “dossier” was quickly were convicted and sentenced

The
Laique Rehman
Plan:
Hillary Clinton and Barack
Obama would be forced to
testify before Congress,
under oath, about:
* How Hillary Clinton ordered
the “Russian dossier” used to
smear Trump, wiretap him
and order the “Muller investigation” of Trump. Not only
was Clinton’s dossier fake, by
concealing how she paid for it
she may have violated federal
campaign finance law.
* How the Obama administration used Clinton’s dossier to lie
to judges and get wiretap warrants against Trump. White
House logs and Obama officials
reveal six days before Trump
took office, Barack Obama and
Joe Biden met with FBI Director James Comey to discuss
how to use the dossier and illegal wiretaps to investigate and
potentially jail Trump.
If Obama or Clinton were
to lie in their testimony, they
could be jailed for perjury.
If Obama or Clinton were to refuse to testify, they could be jailed
for contempt of Congress.
Obama and Clinton could
also be jailed for campaign
finance violations and approving illegal warrants.
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Laique Rehman only candidate proposing
congressional Soros investigation
Two probes reveal Russian government bankrolling plan to shut
down US oil and gas, worked alongside Soros groups

Documents reveal George Soros (left) and Russian President Vladimir Putin (right) have been working to shut down
U.S. oil and gas.
A 2017 investigation reveals after declaring Soros’ agenda an effective national security threat, Russia and Soros both worked to cut off U.S. oil and gas to Ukraine.

In 2017 Texas 14th District Congressman Randy Weber (left) revealed how the Russian government was bankrolling anti-oil groups
in the U.S. Laique Rehman (right) is the only candidate in the March
3 GOP primary for Congress in the 7th District pledging to investigate whether Soros is among those getting Russian support.

.....Laique Rehman is the only
candidate in the March 3 GOP
primary pledging to pursue a
U.S. House investigation into ties
between George Soros’ plans to
shut down U.S. oil and gas and
past Russian government support for such efforts.

ed how the Russian government
and groups acting on behalf of
George Soros both worked to cut
off U.S. oil and gas to Ukraine.

.....Rehman cites the results of
two investigations into Russia
and Soros, including one by a
pair of Texas congressman, in
pledging to pursue a full congressional investigation.
.....“We know the Russian government is funding
U.S. liberal groups trying to
ban oil and gas. We know
George Soros has U.S. lib-

eral groups trying to ban oil
and gas,” said Rehman. “We
know Soros groups and the
Russian government already
tried to ban U.S. oil and gas
overseas. Why is no one looking into whether Soros is one
of the many U.S. liberals to
whom Russia is directing support here in the U.S.?”

.....Congressman Weber has
called for an investigation
to whether “foreign entities
working to influence U.S. policy are in violation of federal
statutes pertaining to foreign
.....In June 2017, Texas Con- governments or those lobgressmen
Randy
Weber bying on behalf of domestic
and Lamar Smith revealed and foreign interests.”
how Russia was bankrolling
U.S. liberal groups working ....As part of Rehman’s U.S.
to cut off oil and gas.
House investigation, the bank
records of Soros groups would
.....Two months later, an Au- be subpoenaed, and Soros himgust 2017 investigation by self would be subpoenaed to
The Daily Caller document- testify under oath.
-HSN

Do you support Laique Rehman’s
plans for a congressional
investigation of Soros?
Let us know in the
Great American Survey, Page 8.

“It is clear that Russia is
funding U.S. environmental groups in an effort to
suppress our domestic oil
and gas industry.”
- Texas Congressman
Randy Weber

“Soros is no novice when
it comes to deploying his
charitable dollars
to achieve political
objectives. It’s clear that
his support for these
groups is serving Russian
interests.”
- Jeff Stier, National Center
for Public Policy Research
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Laique Rehman and
Congressman Dan Crenshaw

Laique Rehman and
another great patriot,
Col. Oliver North
The only candidate in the race
ce
with global business experien
s,
promoting Houston oil and ga
ry
Laique Rehman chaired this ve
prestigious LPG convention in
Xian, China.
Images do not imply endorsement by an individual.
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delegate for years.
Laique Rehman and
former Trump Energy
Secretary Rick Perry

Laique Rehman and
Congressman Ted Poe

Laique Rehman has
been fighting for our
values for 30 years.
Images do not imply endorsement by an individual.
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Only Laique Rehman signs Pledge
(Cont’d. from Page 1) exported
hundreds of millions of dollars
of US made products globally.
Rehan has been a speaker as
well as panelist on prestigious oil
and gas forums globally.

.....Rehman has been a prominent member of the community standing up for conservative
causes including suing the U.S.
Government over Census in the
U.S. Supreme Court. -HSN
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Bring this paper to the
polls with you!
Election Day Mar. 3
Early Voting Feb. 18 - 28

The “Texas Pledge”

BALANCING THE BUDGET
Federal deficit for 2020 will exceed $1.1 trillion. I consider this as one of the greatest threats facing our nation. Like any business, we need to cut costs
across the board and shut down some federal programs including some departments. We need to restore competition in all sectors of the economy by
protecting small and mid-size business…. nothing is too big to fail.
BUILDING OUR INFRASTRUCTURE
District 7 is one of the affluent districts in the country and yet we were one of the worst flood victims when Hurricane Harvey struck Houston. I will work
across the aisle to ensure the funds collected from the District are spent to improve the infrastructure of the district and our great State of Texas. Similarly
as our exports oil and gas and downstream products grow we need to improve the infrastructure including ports and waterways that are used for exporting our products.
STRONG MILITARY
I will work relentlessly to support President Trumps agenda to modernize our military. I fully support the president in not getting into endless wars and
use the money to modernize our military and improve the support for the veterans.
MORE JOBS FOR TEXAS
I have been working for decades in the oil and gas industry and passionately believe that future of Texas jobs rely on this Industry. Lizzie Fletcher and her
green colleagues are working towards banning fracking and killing this industry. Small business remains the largest employer in the US. For the record our
Shale Oil and Gas was not developed by large oil majors but by smaller outfits. I will work to protect the creativity and ingenuity of our small business. I
will support our President to keep taxes low. I also propose removing taxes from retirement savings after retirement. Pledge to be tax payers best friend in
Washington.
FAIR TRADE
Having worked for decades in the frontlines of American trade selling US products for a living I understand the importance of fair trade. I will work
relentlessly to remove obstacles facing US products and services when they enter other countries. Countries all over the world want access to our markets
similarly we need fair access for US goods and services to these markets.
PUBLIC SAFETY AND EDUCATION
We need to do more for protecting family’s safety and education. Education need not end after high school. American workforce will needs to be constantly educated and retooled to compete in the global economy.
BORDER PROTECTION
We are a country of immigrants. I will work to support President Trumps agenda of supporting merit based immigration systems and stop the flow of
illegal immigrants.
HEALTH CARE
Obamacare is destroying the concept of old fashioned small practice by removing the competition and making health care unaffordable. I believe all policies should be free market related.
2ND AMENDMENT
I believe in the protection of our Second Amendment rights.
Signed,
_______________
Laique Rehman
Republican for Congress
Texas District 7
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Laique Rehman only candidate
in Mar. 3 GOP primary with
global business experience
Houston needs
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HARRIS COUNTY EARLY VOTING
HOURS AND LOCATIONS

VOTE FOR LAIQUE REHMAN IN REPUBLICAN PRIMARY

Any qualified voter may vote early by personal appearance. No reason is needed. Any qualified voter may vote
in person at any of the designated early voting branch
location listed below during listed designated times.

Feb. 18-22
7 AM to 7 PM

Feb. 24-28
7 AM to 7 PM

Feb. 24
1 PM to 6 PM

Mar. 3
7 AM to 7 PM

County Attorney Conference Center – Conference Room
1019 Congress Avenue
Houston, TX 77002
Metropolitan MultiService Center – MMSL AR 1 2
1475 West Gray Street
Houston, TX 77019
Laique Rehman addresses the 7th Annual Downstream & Petrochemical conference in Asia. Laique Rehman is President of U.S. Petrochemicals and has been at forefront of selling American oil and gas commodities in the global markets. The company, he started has exported
hundreds of millions of dollars of US made products to countries globally.

.....With Houston’s economy
facing upcoming challenges
even amid a national economic
boom, Laique Rehman is the
only candidate with global business experience in the March
3 GOP primary for Congress’ Seventh District.

.....“To me being fiscally conservative, small government, cutting expenditures to balance the
budget is not a campaign talking point,” said Rehman.

.....“In business I have done
it all the time and I am confident my experience as a small
.....In his speech at the 2010 businessman on the front lines
European Petrochemical Con- of American Trade and Comference in he stated that US still merce,” said Rehman.
has competitively priced natural
gas and we have the technology .....“I have exported hundreds of
and the freight advantage from millions of dollars of American
west coast of NAFTA countries Products globally on razor thin
margins will add value in both
to remain a world leader.
Washington and to our district
.....He also sued the Clinton in coming up with creative soluadministration over liberal tions to complex problems facCensus questions that violat- ing our nation and our district,”
-HSN
ed the constitutional rights . said Rehman.

Laique Rehman: A Uniter, Not A Divider
Making District 7 The
Best Place To Live In Texas

Texas Southern University – Robert J Terry Heartman Lobby
Pending ADA inspection
3100 Cleburne Street
Houston, TX 77004
Neighborhood Centers Inc Ripley House Campus – Room 209
4410 Navigation Boulevard
Houston, TX 77011
Moody Park Community Center – Main MultiPurpose Room
3725 Fulton Street
Houston, TX 77009
University of Houston – Pending ADA inspection
4800 Calhoun Road
Houston, TX 77004
Resurrection Metropolitan Community Church
Pending ADA inspection
2025 West 11th Street
Houston, TX 77008
Alice McKean Young Neighborhood Library
5107 Griggs Road
Houston, TX 77021
Kashmere MultiService Center – Back Half of Auditorium
4802 Lockwood Drive
Houston, TX 77026
Fiesta Mart Inc – Dining Area
8130 Kirby Drive
Houston, TX 77054

If you plan to vote on Election Day, Mar. 3,
you may find your voting location at:
HarrisVotes.com
or call 713-755-5792
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2020 Sentinel-News Survey
Dear Conservative Patriot,
The mainstream media never poll MAGA patriots because they want to hide the truth. That’s why the Houston Sentinel-News is asking YOU to participate in the 2020 SentinelNews Survey. Your record of clear and loud patriotism makes you a fine candidate to voice your opinions on the issues the liberal media don’t want you hear.
Please mark the response to each question that best matches what you feel, and return it to:

P.O. Box 460412
Houston, TX 77056
THE 2020 SENTINEL-NEWS SURVEY
1) In 2017 Texas Congressmen Randy Weber and Lamar Smith revealed how the Russian government was supporting U.S. political groups trying to shut down
U.S. oil and gas. Many of these groups are funded or supported by George Soros. Two months later, an investigation by the Daily Caller News Foundation revealed how groups acting on behalf of George Soros, as well as the Russian government, tried to shut off U.S. oil and gas to Ukraine. There are now questions
as to whether Soros’ groups are among those to whom the Russian government has been shown to be funnelling money.
Laique Rehman is the only candidate in the March 3 Republican primary for Congress calling for a full congressional investigation into
whether Soros groups are among those supporting Russia’s efforts to undermine the U.S. All other candidates are silent. Do you agree with
Laique Rehman that Congress must investigate Soros?
q

Yes		

q

No		

q

Unsure

2) Every Republican running claims they fight for our values, but when elected they join The Swamp. Laique Rehman is the only candidate in the March
3 Republican Primary who signed “The Texas Pledge” that confirms -- in sworn writing -- he will support a conservative agenda.
Do you agree with Laique Rehman that all other Republican candidates should have joined him in signing a Pledge?
q

Yes		

q

No		

q

Unsure

3) The effort to defeat President Trump began with a “Russian dossier” the Hillary Clinton campaign illegally funded. Barack Obama’s White House then used
that “Russian dossier” to illegally spy on President Trump. Six days before President Trump took office, FBI Director James Comey met with Barack Obama
and Joe Biden in the Oval Office to discuss how to use the illegal investigation against Trump.
Laique Rehman is the only candidate who wants a congressional investigation into Obama and Clinton. Do you agree with Laqiue Rehman
that Congress must force Obama and Clinton to testify about their involvement in illegal actions?
q

Yes		

q

No		

q

Unsure

4) Laique Rehman is a conservative patriotic businessman and the only candidate in the March 3 Republican primary with global business experience. That is
especially important, as Houston is vulnerable to a possible economic downturn even as the rest of the country sees a record economic and stock market boom.
Do you agree with Laique Rehman that the results of the last three years proves we need to elect more candidates who are conservatives with
real world global business experience?
q

Yes		

q

No		

q

Unsure

5) The Republican Primary is March 3, and anyone can vote early February 18 to 28. Will you support Laique Rehman for U.S Congress?
q Yes		
q No		
q Unsure
Please Print:
Name (First):______________________________________________ (Last):______________________________________________
Address:____________________________________________ City:_____________________________ Zip:___________________
Home #:_________________________ Cell: __________ ______________ Email:_________________________________________
				
If you would like to donate to support Laique Rehman, please make checks payable to Laique Rehman for Congress.
Donations may be sent via regular mail to: P.O. Box 460412, Houston, TX 77056
				
[ ] $25 [ ] $50 [ ] $100 [ ] $250 [ ] $500 [ ] $1000 [ ] $2700 [ ] Other $___________
Federal law requires us to use our best efforts to collect and report the name, mailing address, occupation, and employer of individuals whose contributions
exceed $200 in an election cycle.
Employer: ________________________________________________________________ Occupation:___________________________________________________________
Contributions from corporations, labor organizations, national banks, foreign nationals that are not lawfully admitted permanent residents, and federal government contractors
are prohibited. Funds received in response to this solicitation are subject to federal contribution limits. Federal law requires us to use our best efforts to collect and report the
name, mailing address, occupation, and name of employer for individuals whose contributions exceed $200 in a calendar year.

PAID FOR BY LAIQUE REHMAN FOR CONGRESS

